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SIR

On 13th November
Industrial Court Act
the

in accordance with section 1
of

notification of a trade
Workers (the

Workers Union

was referred

Hotels Association (the
ndustrial Court of Ant

The reference arose

and Barbuda.

'Jreakdown in
in relation to the

of clause l

;,yhich was in the fol

of the current

terms:-

!In each member hotel the whole of the 10%
service
collected, shall go into a
fund and shall be distributed to
the distribution to the
various
being at the discretion
of management, and there shall not be a
deduction of any kind whatsoever in
of
action.
Gratuities shall
not constitute part of the employee's basic
wage.
The

in

memorandum submitted to the Industr

Fund and
The Association is seeking an amendment to
the lause so as to
a 10% retention
of service charge for administrative and
allied purposes.
This claim is based on
of the operation of the service
which shows that
ion of the
creates

The

' memorandum stated:

never the intention of .both
that
fund and service
would
to deductions
for the said purpose;
be ultra vires
the amendment
the
Labour Code
vis-a-vis deductions and therefore ill
the

of lOt is an

one

to the
for
fund cannot be substantiated."
The matter was
addresses
evidence.

heard

the Industrial Court '"ith

from both sides.

It is not necessary to go

Suffice it to say that on 16th

Court handed down a

1987 the

which stated:-

"For

mentioned we are of
the
is not unreasonable and we would allow the Association
retention of service
collected.
order
"

side with the

of clause 14(4) of the said Collective

which reads:"There shall be no deduct.ion
purpose of

"
The Court therefore

to order that:-

In the
of our decision above, it is
ordered that clause 14 4} in the
agreement be deleted."
I.t is

of note however at this

swept away this
lause 14 2
service

that
was done about

clause,
mentioned above which

that

collected shall go into a
the

added).

but it is of no moment

appear to have been
which turns

if not

of

on a

the reasonableness of
which in any event

The

retention

consider to be very much on the

unreasonable.

That the Industrial Court erred in law in
that

are not wages as defined
.. 14 of

as

Court wa&wreng in law to hold

2} The

referred to in elauae

that the servic<;;
the

(14{2). of

lective Agreement could

not to be considered a
3

That the

trial Court was wrong

to

allow an amendment tO the Collective
which would in effect allow the
retain 10% of the service

'rhat the order of the
Collective

collected.

ndustrial Court that clause 14(

14(2) of the Collective

Agrae~nt

retention of service

Counsel for

cannot be amended to

to be substituted therefor.

the hotel

and

service

can be said to be a

Clause 14(2

sha

the agreement states that

of the

's basic wage.

examine the structure of the Ant
Code)

LO~

that

in a fund called the

distribution to their

constitute

submitt

appellant started out

this Court was whether or not the

wages.

that clause

be deleted, be set aside, and a

It was therefore

Labour Code 1

of 197

the definitions of

Code headed DIVISION A -

" reads:

"In this code unless the context otherwise
or the
DIVISION otherwise
means any money
other
or contracted to be
, de ivered, or
at
intervals as recompense, reward,
or remuneration for services or labour done
or to
done.
DIVISION

is headed

"Basic

- C3

In this Division unless the context otherwise
"basic

means that part
services which
for his normal hours of

remuneration~for

money

for
in money, in kind, and in
or allowances, inc
pay.

deduction is not
did not form part of an
submitted that it

s basic wage

of his gross
in

as defined,

that the Industrial Court fell

continued

's

submission of

in

i~to

so reliance was

ies are not
House Ltd

of Cofone v

5 EAT.

1980) ICR

the case as it
paras.

Law

and

law

Cofone's case centered around the

entitled to an itemised pay statement "at or before"
wages on
on

is

decision in Cofone'

held to be an absolute r
is as follows:-

"Cofone had to pay to the Manager £8.50 per
wE:ek out of
he received.
He then
tried to laim back the
.50 as an unnoti
deduction.
for the

HELD:

to include them in the
since he did not know what
tribunal had found as a fact
le out of Cofone's
pay.
Therefore the
out of wages.
Therefore it was not necessary
to show it was a deduction from wages
itemised pay statement ••...••.•.•• it
unnotified deduction."
The

Labour Code has a similar

deductions are to be documented

and

to

referred to the Industrial Court for settlement
this was done the agreement as settled
agreement that determined the conditions
within the

unit.

to

Industrial Court .A.ct which allows the Court in the exc::rc
pm<c:rs to
"act in accordance with
ty,
and the substantial merits of the case
it
to the
and pract
of
industrial relations and in par
the Ant
Labour Code.
further
.1. I.

th

error

,,

quote

this

I

was not there.

section
. Kendal for the
crucial

then went
not the parties were

was whether

where

of the labour
the expenses incurred

agree that in
ter

to

from t.fl:e

consh:i-;;.c.ation

this service

retention of 10% in favour
al ied expense •

was allowed for
he said

that there was expense involved, and there
could not agree to

ion in the code which says the

t

ended his submission
"I agree that if it is in conflict with the
Code it cannot be done.
Once there was
material before the Court based on the
the Act upon which
did, then this Court
should be very reluctant t.o interfere Thomas v Thomas (1947) A.C. 484 - I have no
quarrel if the agreement is in collision
with the Code.
If it is then it cannot
stand."
This was
ion.

proper

we rnove to

Mr. Kendal,

Is the agreement in breach of the Code?

the entire matter in a proper
at what existed before there was any collective
of workers

that

part of the guest.

guests was

is notorious that

as chamber maids and waitresses were
with those behind the scenes,
situation

and whether

do

when the collective agreement was f
lause 14(1) under the

it.

ision as
service
is management
lternative shall be
notification to
ions with the

that the
be a

and consultation
Union.
was

a

stated that the whole of

and

system of
service

collected

fund and shall be distributed to the
deduction of any kind in respect of discipl
managers
luded and sti 1

action.

assistant managers, chefs and
luded frorrt

( !j

All
s

Clauses 14f5},

(6),

an.d .1.10) go.ve.r.ned the administrative

~8~

of the fund.
cannot

were

far as the

that

fund as a

these disbursements from the
remuneration.

rt

in

The definition of

or contracted to

any money or

as recompense, reward, or
services of labour done

to

done.

This definition in
fund

to cover monies received from the
• Kendal

read into it the

ideration

from the

am also unable to

it
to the

his submission that there are

definitions of wages as

appear in AS and C.32.

a general definition

be

The defini

ied in all cases where the

used in the Code unless the context otherwise

or

ion otherwise

. 32

definitions of basic wage and gross wage •

definitions are to be
unl"ss

in that division headed Basic

context otherwise

includes

and

The definition of

lowances.

definitions in

These

amount to no more than a breakdown of categories of wages,
definition of wages in the
decided that the
is:

is part of the

Is

retent,ion of 1

for administrative purposes in
most

clause 14(4

forbidden
Industrial Court

had to be deleted.

of

lect

come? to the decision which it
fact that clause 1

is clause

of the

go into the

2

remained
service

distributed to

been overlooked.
Section C.32

th allowable deductions:

ether deductions allowed
advanced

law;

(b) al

way of loan;

imated cost of the
'rlorker at his request;

deduction

( ) allows the

of material, tools, etc.,
llows

others but nowhere therein is any allowable deduction of
the
To put the matter

doubt,

c

36(1)

to make any deduction from the wag""s
payment from any workman

to the

makes it :m
any workman,
of

dif

t

follows th.erefore that: the allowable deduoti-e>ITS in C 3

, and that no
lawful

outside th,c;

that section

be made from the
that the amendment

not

in law and that the
of the Industr

must

set aside.

For the removal of any doubt, clause 14(4
i

the

of

n:stored as
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